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Description

[0001] This invention relates to mowing machines for
cutting grass and other vegetation, and more specifically
to rear discharge mower decks with two or more cutting
blades that discharge grass clippings into a collection
container.
[0002] Rotary mowers may have two or more cutter
blades mounted to generally vertical shafts, with the cut-
ter blades positioned under a mower deck. Rear dis-
charge mower decks may utilize the "cut and throw" ap-
proach in which the blades throw cut grass clippings into
a discharge chute which may be connected to a rear
mounted collection container or bag.
[0003] Mower decks generate noise for a number of
reasons. Turbulent air coming off each blade as it passes
through the air under the deck creates a broadband
sound. As each blade passes by geometric changes of
the deck shell, it creates a tonal noise typically referred
to as blade pass noise. The size of the "wing" or "lift"
component of each blade is a large contributor to both
turbulent and blade pass noise. The blade wings help lift
the grass or vegetation off the ground surface to provide
an even cut, and also help material flow (i.e., grass clip-
pings) into a mower’s material collection system. A large
wing may improve the quality of cut and material flow,
but also may create more noise. In recent years, there
has been a greater need to reduce noise generated by
grass mowing equipment. A rear discharge mower deck
is needed that will provide an effective quality of cut and
material flow, without increasing noise emissions.
[0004] Discharge chutes of rear discharge mower
decks tend to plug up with grass clippings, especially
while cutting heavy or thick grass. Additionally, grass clip-
pings that are too small, and/or have sufficient mass,
tend to accumulate in discharge chutes instead of being
propelled through the chute into a collection container.
A rear discharge mower deck is needed that has a dis-
charge chute that is less likely to fill with grass clippings
during use.
[0005] To help propel grass clippings through a dis-
charge chute, fans or blowers have been proposed for
use on grass mowing equipment. For example, US Pat-
ent Nos. 4,114,353, 5,224,327, 5,542,243, 6,192,666
and 6,675,566 relate to lawn mowers with fans to help
blow clippings through a discharge chute into a hopper
or grass catcher. Additionally, US Patent Nos. 5,873,225
and 5,960,616 relate to rear discharge decks positioned
extremely close to the ground, with a radial fan formed
integrally with the spindle of the cutting blade and opening
near a discharge chute. US Patent No. 6,073,430 relates
to a rotary mower having a fan chamber concentrically
positioned over a cutting chamber to provide additional
suction and to exhaust clippings through an exhaust pas-
sage over the deck.
[0006] The apparatus of US-A-6 675 566 corresponds
to the preamble of claim 1.
[0007] It is therefore an object of the present invention

to provide a mower deck overcoming one or all of these
needs respectively.
[0008] This object is met according to the invention by
the teaching of claim 1, while features developing the
solution in an advantageous way are set forth in the fur-
ther claims.
[0009] A power assist rear discharge mower deck has
at least two cutting blades in cutting chambers under the
deck, and a fan in a blower housing mounted over the
deck. An inlet opening is provided between the cutting
chambers and the blower housing. The inlet opening has
a front edge and a back edge, and a stripper plate may
be mounted to the underside of the deck adjacent the
front edge of the inlet opening. Part of the stripper plate
may extend down from the top plate at an angle of be-
tween about 15 degrees and about 45 degrees. The inlet
opening may have a surface area of between about 50%
and about 80% of the surface area within the diameter
of the fan.
[0010] The power assist rear discharge mower deck
provides effective quality of cut and material flow, without
excessive noise emissions. Additionally, the discharge
chute of the power assist rear discharge mower deck is
less likely than conventional mower decks to become
filled or plugged with grass clippings during use.
[0011] The apparatus may comprise a rear discharge
mower deck having a top and at least two rotary cutting
blades mounted to spindles in adjoining cutting cham-
bers, a fan having a diameter within a blower housing
mounted over the top, and an inlet opening in the top
under the blower housing, the inlet opening having a front
edge and a back edge; and a stripper plate mounted to
the underside of the top adjacent the front edge of the
inlet opening and having at least a portion thereof ex-
tending down from the top at an angle of between about
15 degrees and about 45 degrees.
[0012] The inlet opening may have a surface area of
between about 50% and about 80% of the surface area
within the diameter of the fan.
[0013] The inlet opening may be D-shaped.
[0014] The front edge of the inlet opening may have a
straight edge at an angle of between about 10 degrees
and about 20 degrees from a line drawn between two of
the cutting blade spindles.
[0015] The cutting blades are counter-rotating.
[0016] The apparatus may comprise a rear discharge
mower deck having a top, at least two cutting chambers
under the top, and at least two counter-rotating rotary
blades in the cutting chambers; a semi-circular inlet
opening in the top above both the cutting chambers; and
a blower with a rear discharge outlet mounted on the top
above the semi-circular inlet opening.
[0017] At least part of the surface area of the semi-
circular inlet opening above one of the cutting chambers
may be positioned forwardly of any of the surface area
of the inlet opening above another cutting chamber.
[0018] The blower may be tilted at an angle of between
one degree and five degrees from the top of the deck.
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[0019] The apparatus may comprise an upwardly
sloped surface between each cutting chamber and the
inlet opening.
[0020] The apparatus may comprise a stripper plate
on the underside of the top adjacent the inlet opening.
[0021] The apparatus may comprise a mower deck
having at least two counter-rotating cutting blades mount-
ed on vertical spindles, each cutting blade rotating within
a cutting chamber adjoining the cutting chamber of an-
other blade; a fan in a housing mounted on the deck over
the cutting chambers, the fan having a diameter and a
surface area defined by the fan diameter; and an inlet
opening between the cutting chambers and the fan hous-
ing, the surface area of the opening being between about
50% and about 80% of the surface area within the fan
diameter.
[0022] The apparatus may comprise a stripper plate
on one edge of the inlet opening.
[0023] The inlet opening may have a first straight edge
and a second curved edge.
[0024] The first straight edge may face forwardly.
[0025] The first straight edge may be at an angle of
between about 10 degrees and about 20 degrees from
a straight line drawn between the blade spindles.
[0026] The apparatus may comprising a mower deck
covering at least two rotary cutting blades, each blade
being in a generally cylindrical cutting chamber; a rear
discharge fan mounted in a housing over the mower deck;
and an inlet opening between the cutting chambers and
the rear discharge fan housing, part of the inlet opening
above one of the cutting chambers being forward of any
part of the inlet opening above another cutting chamber.
[0027] The apparatus may further comprise a sloped
surface between each cutting chamber and the inlet
opening.
[0028] The above-mentioned and other features and
advantages of this invention, and the manner of attaining
them, will become more apparent and the invention will
be better understood by reference to the following de-
scription of embodiments of the invention taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the underside of a pow-
er assist rear discharge mower deck in a first
embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2 is a rear perspective view of the top of a power
assist rear discharge mower deck in a first em-
bodiment of the invention.

[0029] Power assist rear discharge mower deck 100
may be used in a variety of different mowing vehicles or
walk-behind mowers, and in a variety of different mower
configurations. For example, one, two, or more decks
may be attached to a mowing vehicle. In one embodi-
ment, power assist rear discharge mower deck 100 is a
two-chamber deck; i.e., with two cutting blades and spin-
dles; and may be positioned at or adjacent the front, mid-

dle, or rear of a mowing vehicle. However, in an alterna-
tive embodiment, the rear discharge mower deck may
have three or more chambers, each chamber having a
cutting blade attached to a spindle.
[0030] In a first embodiment shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
the mower deck housing may include a top 101 that is
generally horizontal. The top of the mower deck may be
sheet metal or other rigid or semi-rigid material such as
aluminum or plastic. Alternatively, the mower deck hous-
ing (including the top) may be cast as a unit. Or the top
of the mower deck may be a single plate or a pair of
plates, with the upper plate providing an outer or top sur-
face and the lower plate providing an inner or bottom
surface. At and around the rim or perimeter of top 101
may be downwardly depending sides 102. The sides may
extend down from the top several inches to form cutting
chambers, and preferably may extend down to a level at
or slightly below the horizontal plane of the cutting blades
in the chambers. The lower edges of the downwardly
depending sides may be provided with a flange or out-
wardly flared lip 103.
[0031] In one embodiment, a left cutting chamber 105
and an adjoining right cutting chamber 106 may be po-
sitioned side-by-side under the top of the deck. Vertically
aligned blade spindle 107 may extend through an open-
ing in the top into the left cutting chamber under the deck,
and vertically aligned blade spindle 108 may extend
through an opening in the top into the right cutting cham-
ber under the deck. The left cutting chamber and left
blade spindle may be positioned slightly forwardly of the
right cutting chamber and right blade spindle, so that
there may be some overlap of the left and right cutting
blades during mowing. Although two cutting chambers
are preferred, the power assist rear discharge mower
deck alternatively may include three or more cutting
chambers.
[0032] The blades of the power assist rear discharge
mower deck counter rotate. For example, when viewed
from under the deck as shown in Fig. 1, left blade 115
may turn clockwise and right blade 116 may turn coun-
terclockwise. As the cut grass clippings are brought to
the center of the deck, the air streams from both blades
join, causing the air flow and the volume of cut grass
clippings to increase.
[0033] In one embodiment, inlet opening 111 is pro-
vided in the top of the power assist rear discharge mower
deck above at least part of each of the cutting chambers.
The surface area of inlet opening 111 may be smaller
than the surface area within the diameter of the blades
of fan 110, and preferably between about 50% and about
80% of the surface area within the fan diameter. For ex-
ample, for a fan with a 8 inch diameter, the area within
the fan diameter is about is about 50 square inches. The
inlet opening should be between about 50% and about
80% of the area within the fan diameter, in this example
between about 25 and about 40 square inches.
[0034] In one embodiment, inlet opening 111 may have
a generally semi-circular or "D"-shape. More specifically,
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the inlet opening may have a first generally straight edge
112 and a second curved or rounded edge 113. The
straight first edge may be positioned to face generally
toward the front of the mower deck, and the curved sec-
ond edge may be positioned to face generally toward the
rear of the mower deck.
[0035] In one embodiment, the straight first edge of
inlet opening 111 may be at an angle of between about
10 degrees and about 20 degrees, and preferably about
15 degrees, from a straight line drawn between the left
and right cutting blade spindles 107, 108. At least part of
the surface area of the inlet opening over the left cutting
chamber may be closer to the front of the deck than any
part of the inlet opening over the right cutting chamber.
This alignment of the inlet opening is preferred for mower
decks having one cutting chamber positioned slightly in
front of the other cutting chamber. In general, the inlet
opening may be configured and oriented so that the first
or front edge of the inlet opening above the forward cut-
ting chamber is closer to the front of the deck than the
first or front edge of the inlet opening above the rearward
cutting chamber. The disclosed inlet opening configura-
tion best matches the flow streams of grass for decks
having two cutting blades, with one cutting blade posi-
tioned slightly in front of the other. Additionally, the dis-
closed inlet opening shape helps to optimize inlet velocity
for grass clippings in areas around inlet opening 111, and
to minimize negative velocity of grass clippings; i.e.,
blowback; in other areas.
[0036] In one embodiment, stripper plate 114 may be
mounted to the underside of top 101 at or near one edge
of inlet opening 111. For example, the stripper plate may
be welded or bolted to the underside of the mower deck
along the straight first or front edge 112 of inlet opening
111. As the counter rotating blades propel grass clippings
from the back of the deck toward the front of the deck,
the stripper plate may help direct the clippings into the
inlet opening. The stripper plate may slow down the grass
clippings sufficiently so that they may be better drawn
into the fan or impeller 110. The stripper plate may extend
down from the underside of top 101 about 1/4 inch to
about 1 inch, and preferably drops down about 5/8 inch
below the underside of the top of the deck. At least part
of the stripper plate may be at an angle of between about
15 degrees and about 45 degrees from the horizontal
surface of the top, and preferably about 30 degrees from
horizontal as shown in Fig. 1. The lower edge of the strip-
per plate may be within about � inch, or less, of the hor-
izontal planes defined by the rotation of the cutting
blades.
[0037] In one embodiment, blower housing 104 may
be mounted onto the top of the power assist rear dis-
charge mower deck directly above inlet opening 111. Ro-
tary fan 110 may be mounted on fan spindle 109 in the
blower housing above inlet opening 111. The blower
housing may have an outlet 117 facing toward the rear
of the mower deck so that it may be removably connected
to a collection container or bag (not shown).

[0038] In one embodiment, the blower housing may be
tilted at an angle from the horizontal top of the deck. More
specifically, the rear of the blower housing may be tilted
up (or raised slightly) with respect to the front of the blower
housing, preferably at an angle of between about one
degree and about five degrees from the horizontal top of
the deck. Tilting the blower housing helps grass clippings
enter into the blower housing instead of passing by the
inlet opening. Fan spindle 109 also may be at an angle
of between about one degree and about five degrees
from vertical. Additionally, fan spindle 109 may be located
at or near a line drawn between the left and right blade
spindles, but may be offset from the midpoint on that line
so that it is located slightly closer (i.e., about 6 mm) to
the left blade spindle.
[0039] In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 2, the
blade spindles 107, 108 and fan spindle 109 each may
have a pulley mounted to its upper end, and may be
turned by a belt. For example, first or upper belt 122 may
turn pulley 124 mounted to the fan spindle, and second
or lower belt 123 may turn pulleys 125, 126 mounted to
the blade spindles. A power take off clutch 130 may drive
the upper belt through pulley 129, which also may drive
the lower belt through pulley 127. Pulleys 131-134 may
be mounted on or over the top of the deck to provide
needed tension and direct upper belt 122 to turn the fan
spindle pulley in the desired rotational directions. Pulleys
138-144 may be mounted on or over the top of the deck
to provide needed tension and route the lower belt 123
to turn the blade spindle pulleys in the desired rotation.
Specifically, pulleys 125, 126 and 138-144 may be ar-
ranged to counter-rotate the left and right blade spindles,
and pulleys 138-144 may be mounted near the perimeter
of the deck to provide adquate clearance between the
lower belt and the blower housing.
[0040] In one embodiment, the underside of the power
assist rear discharge mower deck may include a pair of
V-shaped baffle plates 118, 119, one baffle adjacent the
front of the deck and one baffle adjacent the rear of the
deck. The V-shaped baffles may help define the generally
cylindrical shapes of the left and right cutting chambers.
The underside of top 101 also includes raised tunnel 120
forming an arcuate path between left cutting chamber
105 and inlet opening 111, and a corresponding raised
tunnel 121 forming an arcuate path between right cutting
chamber 106 and inlet opening 111. Each raised tunnel
provides a path around part of the perimeter of each cut-
ting chamber, and preferably about 180 degrees of the
perimeter. Additionally, each raised tunnel provides an
upwardly sloping surface under the top of the deck toward
the inlet opening. Each raised tunnel may help guide
grass clippings from the cutting chamber toward the inlet
opening. The upward slope of the tunnel results in a pres-
sure change which helps keep the grass clippings at or
near the top of the deck. Suspending the grass near the
top of the deck reduces or minimizes the vacuuming ef-
fect required from the fan.
[0041] Having described the preferred embodiment, it
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will become apparent that various modifications can be
made without departing from the scope of the invention
as defined in the accompanying claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus comprising a mower deck (100) over
at least two counter-rotating blades (115, 116) in ad-
jacent generally cylindrical cutting chambers (105,
106), each cutting chamber having a perimeter
(102); a blower (110) mounted over the cutting cham-
bers; an inlet opening (111) between the cutting
chambers and the blower; characterized in that
each cutting chamber has a raised tunnel (120, 121)
around at least part of the perimeter and sloping up-
wardly to the inlet opening.

2. The apparatus of claim of claim 1, characterized in
that at least one of the cutting chambers is posi-
tioned forwardly of another cutting chamber.

3. The apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, character-
ized in that the area of the inlet opening above the
one of the cutting chambers is in front of any of the
area of the inlet opening above another cutting
chamber.

4. The apparatus according to one or several of the
previous claims, characterized in that it comprises
a stripper plate on one edge of the inlet opening.

5. The apparatus according to claim 4, characterized
in that at least part of the stripper plate extends
downwardly at an angle from the horizontal plane of
the inlet opening surface area.

6. The apparatus according to one or several of the
previous claims, characterized in that the blower
has a fan with a diameter and a surface area within
the fan diameter, and the inlet opening has a surface
area of between about 50% and about 80% of the
surface area within the fan diameter.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung, umfassend ein Mähwerk (100) über
mindestens zwei gegenläufigen Messern (115, 116)
in aneinander angrenzenden, allgemein zylindri-
schen Schneidkammern (105, 106), wobei jede
Schneidkammer einen Umfang (102) aufweist; ein
über den Schneidkammern angebrachtes Gebläse
(110); eine Einlassöffnung (111) zwischen den
Schneidkammern und dem Gebläse; dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass jede Schneidkammer einen er-
habenen Tunnel (120, 121) um mindestens einen
Teil des Umfangs aufweist, der nach oben zur Ein-

lassöffnung geneigt ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass mindestens eine der Schneidkam-
mern vor einer anderen Schneidkammer positioniert
ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass sich die Fläche der Einlassöff-
nung über der einen der Schneidkammern vor ir-
gendeiner Fläche der Einlassöffnung über einer an-
deren Schneidkammer befindet.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem oder mehreren der vorher-
gehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass sie eine Abstreiferplatte an einem Rand der
Einlassöffnung umfasst.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass sich mindestens ein Teil der Abstrei-
ferplatte nach unten in einem Winkel zur horizonta-
len Ebene der Einlassöffnungsfläche erstreckt.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem oder mehreren der vorher-
gehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass das Gebläse einen Lüfter mit einem Durch-
messer und einer Fläche in dem Lüfterdurchmesser
aufweist, und die Einlassöffnung eine Fläche zwi-
schen ca. 50% und ca. 80% der Fläche in dem Lüf-
terdurchmesser aufweist.

Revendications

1. Appareil comprenant un châssis de tondeuse (100)
couvrant au moins deux lames contrarotatives (115,
116) dans des chambres de coupe (105, 106) adja-
centes et généralement cylindriques, chaque cham-
bre de coupe ayant un périmètre (102) ; une souf-
flante (110) montée par-dessus les chambres de
coupe ; une ouverture d’entrée (111) entre les cham-
bres de coupe et la soufflante ; caractérisé en ce
que chaque chambre de coupe a un tunnel rehaussé
(120, 121) autour d’au moins une partie du périmètre
et incliné vers le haut jusqu’à l’ouverture d’entrée.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins l’une des chambres de coupe est po-
sitionnée en avant d’une autre chambre de coupe.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé
en ce que la superficie de l’ouverture d’entrée au-
dessus de l’une des chambres de coupe est devant
toute superficie de l’ouverture d’entrée au-dessus
d’une autre chambre de coupe.

4. Appareil selon l’une quelconque ou plusieurs des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce qu’il
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comprend une plaque de dépouillement sur un côté
de l’ouverture d’entrée.

5. Appareil selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce
qu’au moins une partie de la plaque de dépouille-
ment s’étend vers le bas suivant un angle par rapport
au plan horizontal de la superficie de l’ouverture
d’entrée.

6. Appareil selon l’une quelconque ou plusieurs des
revendications précédentes, caractérisé en ce que
la soufflante a un ventilateur ayant un diamètre et
une superficie à l’intérieur du diamètre du ventilateur,
et l’ouverture d’entrée a une superficie comprise en-
tre environ 50% et environ 80% de la superficie à
l’intérieur du diamètre du ventilateur.
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